Purpose -In the last two decades, a proliferation of business process management (BPM) modeling languages, standards and software systems has given rise to much confusion and obstacles to adoption. Since new BPM languages and notation terminologies were not well defined, duplicate features are common. This paper seeks to make sense of the myriad BPM standards, organising them in a classification framework, and to identify key industry trends. Design/methodology/approach -An extensive literature review is conducted and relevant BPM notations, languages and standards are referenced against the proposed BPM Standards Classification Framework, which lists each standard's distinct features, strengths and weaknesses. Findings -The paper is unaware of any classification of BPM languages. An attempt is made to classify BPM languages, standards and notations into four main groups: execution, interchange, graphical, and diagnosis standards. At the present time, there is a lack of established diagnosis standards. It is hoped that such a classification facilitates the meaningful adoption of BPM languages, standards and notations. Practical implications -The paper differentiates BPM standards, thereby resolving common misconceptions; establishes the need for diagnosis standards; identifies the strengths and limitations of current standards; and highlights current knowledge gaps and future trends. Researchers and practitioners may wish to position their work around this review. Originality/value -Currently, to the best of one's knowledge, such an overview and such an analysis of BPM standards have not so far been undertaken.
1. Introduction 1.1 The growth of business process management With intensified globalisation, the effective management of an organisation's business processes became ever more important. Many factors such as: the reader (from the novice researcher to the experienced practitioner) with some semblance of order out of a disparate collection of specifications, white papers, journal publications, conference publications and workshop notes to be consolidated as a single paper. More specifically, this survey paper attempts to:
. discuss and rationalize the terminologies associated with BPM and its standards;
. systematically categorize/classify BPM standards;
. discuss the current strengths and limitations of each standard;
. clarify, the differences of theoretical underpinnings of prominent BPM standards; and . explore the gaps of knowledge of current BPM standards and how these may be bridged.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly discusses main BPM concepts to clarify BPM terminologies and the BPM life cycle. Section 3 then introduces the categories of BPM standards and the role of BPM standards from the perspective of the BPM life cycle. Section 4 discusses the perceived gaps in current BPM standards. Section 5 highlights the upcoming BPM research trends and lastly, Section 6 explores highlights related and preceding foundation works in BPM.
Figure 1 was created to help the reader to meander through this paper.
BPM basics
Before exploring the BPM standards and related fields, it is always good to begin with an overview of BPM basics. While it may seem unbelievable a discipline with a history of about three decades has yet to clarify basic BPM terminologies like business process, BPM vs workflow management (WfM), workflow, business process reengineering (BPR). This chapter aims to address this gap. Let us begin with basic BPM concepts and terminologies.
The BPM life cycle
As previously discussed, BPM is mainly a cross-discipline "theory in practice" subject with many views, definitions and perspectives. Because of its multi-disciplinary nature, it is often easy to find business process research materials across many subjects' databases. To effectively understand the terminologies and features of BPM, one should start from an appreciation of the BPM life cycle. There are many views of the generic BPM life cycle (Havey, 2005; Hill et al., 2006; van der Aalst, 2004a, b, c; van der Aalst et al., 2003) but we adopt van der Aaslt et al.'s ( Figure 2 ) because of its succinctness and relevance. According to them, the BPM life cycle consists of van der Aalst et al. (2003) :
. Process design. In this stage, fax-or paper-based as-is business processes are electronically modeled into BPMS. Graphical standards are dominant in this stage.
. System configuration. This stage configures the BPMS and the underlying system infrastructure (e.g. synchronization of roles and organization charts from the employee's accounts in the company's active directory (Lowe-Norris and Business process management standards Denn, 2000) . This stage is hard to standardize due to the differing IT architectures of different enterprises.
. Process enactment. Electronically modeled business processes are deployed in BPMS engines. Execution standards dominate this stage.
.
Diagnosis.
Given appropriate analysis and monitoring tools, the BPM analyst can identify and improve on bottlenecks and potential fraudulent loopholes in the business processes. The tools to do this are embodied in diagnosis standards.
With this appreciation of the BPM life cycle stages, we are now able to distinguish the features of BPM from its predecessors BPR and WfM.
BPM vs BPR vs WfM
The influence of IT in the managing of business processes can be traced back to Champy's (1992, 1993 ) BPR paradigm and Davenport's (1993) book on how process innovation can facilitate BPR. However, BPM and BPR are not the same: whereas BPR calls for a radical obliteration of existing business processes, its descendant BPM is more practical, iterative and incremental in fine-tuning business processes. Another two terminologies often used loosely are "Workflow management (WfM)" and "Business process management (BPM)". There are mainly two differing viewpoints. One viewpoint by Gartner research views BPM as a management discipline with WfM supporting it as a technology (Hill et al., 2008) . According to their report (Hill et al., 2008) :
Business process management (BPM) is a process-oriented management discipline. It is not a technology. Workflow is a flow management technology found in business process management suites (BPMSs) and other product categories.
Another viewpoint from academics is that the features stated in WfM according to Georgakopoulos et al. (1995) is a subset of BPM defined by van der Aalst et al. (2003) (Table I) , with the diagnosis stage of the BPM life cycle as the main difference. However, in reality, to our best knowledge, many BPMS are still very much workflow management systems (WfMS) and have not yet matured in the support of the BPM diagnosis. In recent years, the authors have observed that many vendors have updated their products' names from "WfM" to the more contemporary "BPM". One example is Metastorm's product name change from Metastorm E-Work Version 6 to Metastorm BPM Version 7 in 2005 (Metastorm, 2007) . Noticeably, the change of name was not accompanied by a maturity of the Diagnosis portion of its suites (i.e. WfM to BPM) (Table I) . Instead, the visible changes from Versions 6 to 7 are their system's adaptation of Microsoft SQL Server 2005, the obsolescence of simulation features and an aesthetically appealing graphical user interface (GUI).
In the first author's work experience and observations from technical forum contributors, many of these WfMS-turned-BPMS have yet to offer rich diagnosis features. Although many software suites offer business activity monitoring (BAM) dashboards, the creation of useful audit trails, and the churning of meaningful reports displaying process trends still requires external specialized reporting tools like Microsoft Reporting Server or Crystal Reports.
With new research interests in the BPM diagnosis sub-topics business process analysis and BAM, the diagnosis component of the BPM life cycle is starting to gain more attention from software vendors. This paves the way for the development of true BPM.
BPM theory vs BPM standards and languages vs BPMS
At the time of writing, there are more than ten formal groups working on BPM standards (zur Muehlen, 2007) , seven of which are dedicated to modelling definitions (Ghalimi and McGoveran, 2005) . Hence, it is no surprise that the BPM landscape became very fragmented from the late 1990s onwards. The confusion was so bad that even theory was confused for standards and standards for BPMSs, when the three are in a nested relationship as shown in Figure 3 . BPM 
Business process management standards
As shown in Figure 3 , BPM standards and specifications (e.g. Business Process Execution Language -BPEL (Andrews et al., 2003) ) are based on established BPM theory (e.g. Pi-calculus (Milner, 1982 (Milner, , 1999 and Petri nets (Petri, 1962) and are eventually adopted into software and systems (e.g. Intalio Designer (Intalio, 1999 (Intalio, -2007 , KAISHA-Tec ActiveModeler (KAISHA-Tec Co., 2008), etc.) . BPM standards and systems are also what Gartner (Hill et al., 2007a (Hill et al., , b, 2006 describes as "BPM-enabling technologies".
BPM vs service oriented architecture
In the industry, there is a growing awareness of the emerging service-oriented architecture (SOA). For example, SAP AG has migrated from the traditional ABAP-based R/3 system's SAPGUI front end to the Java-based SAP NetWeaver Portal which is supported by SAP Web Dynpro Technology, in the design, configuration and the linkage of web services. BPM is a process-oriented management discipline aided by IT while SOA is an IT architectural paradigm. According to Gartner (Hill et al., 2006) , BPM "organizes people for greater agility" while SOA "organizes technology for greater agility" (Figure 4) . In other words, processes in SOA (e.g. linked web services) enable the coordination of distributed systems supporting business processes and should never be confused with business processes.
With so many standards in the market, it can be a daunting task for a practitioner or even seasoned researchers to make sense of the myriad of standards. This can greatly stifle the adoption rate of BPM standards in BPMS, and may cause a plateau in knowledge development.
In the authors' opinion, the immediate need for BPM is a classification of BPM standards into a meaningful taxonomy. This is likened to the classification of flora and fauna species, and even the classification of gene sequences.
Hence, by grouping standards of similar attributes, we are able to appreciate the strengths and current limitations of each group, note the gaps, or even start the systematic evaluation criteria of standards from each group.
Categorising the BPM standards
In view of the above-mentioned disparate understanding and confusion of BPM standards, the authors attempt to categorize current standards by both their features and their BPM life cycle perspective. This categorisation will enable us to filter out web service standards, business-to-business (B2B) standards from BPM standards, and also allow us to further classify BPM standards into graphical, execution, interchange and diagnosis standards. Such categorisation will preempt duplication and pin-point the impact of current and new BPM standards, but also pre-empt duplication and identify improvements.
Classification of BPM standards
The most logical way to make sense of the myriad of BPM standards is to categorise them into groups with similar functions and characteristics. From a high level point of view, a sharp observer should be able to infer that many of these standards actually address at least one of four phases of the BPM life cycle: process design, system configuration, process enactment and diagnosis. For example, business process modelling notation (BPMN) actually address the process design while BPEL mainly enables process enactment. There are also some languages such as XML Process Definition Language (XPDL) and Yet Another Workflow Language (YAWL) that spans across both. It is not easy to place them into strictly the process design or the process enactment phase. For this reason, the authors propose a cleaner separation of features found in standards addressing the process design and process enactment phase into three clear-cut types of standards:
(1) Graphical standards. This allows users to express business processes and their possible flows and transitions in a diagrammatic way. (2) Execution standards. It computerizes the deployment and automation of business processes. (3) Interchange standards. It facilitates portability of data, e.g. the portability of business process designs in different graphical standards across BPMS; different execution standards across disparate BPMS, and the context-less translation of graphical standards to execution standards and vice versa.
BPM suites often have these three categories of process design and enactment standards, but often overlook one type of standard that makes BPM different from BPR and WfM: standards facilitating the diagnosis phase: (4) Diagnosis standards. It provides administrative and monitoring (such as runtime and post-modeling) capabilities. These standards can identify bottlenecks, audit and query real-time the business processes in a company. Figure 5 shows a flow chart demonstrating the authors' classification process of current standards into BPM standards (graphical, execution, interchange and diagnosis), B2B standards and web service/SOA standards. Web service standards and B2B standards are initially filtered out. After which, the BPM standards are further categorised into four relevant groups by their attributes and impact stage in the BPM life cycle. The graphical, execution and interchange standards address the process design and process enactment stage of the BPM life cycle while diagnosis standards address the diagnosis stage of the BPM life cycle. As mentioned, the heterogeneity of business process languages is a notorious problem for BPM (Mendling and Neumann, 2005) . Table II languages and theory that are often quoted as "standards supporting business processes". It also outlines for each row (standard/language/theory), its applicability (BPM, B2B or SOA), background, current status and if it is standardized. When we process each row in Table II according to the flow chart in Figure 5 , we can identify the groups these standards belong to. For example, BPEL will eventually be grouped into the execution standards group as it is a BPM standard, with a focus on text-based process design and enactment (recall BPM life cycle) via automation of business processes. For this reason, web service orchestration and choreography standards like WS-CDL, and the now-obsolete WSCI and WSCL, are not considered within the context of BPM standards.
From another perspective, graphical standards are currently the highest level of expression of business processes (i.e. most natural to human beings) while the lowest level (i.e. the most technical) are the execution standards ( Figure 6 ). Even though the interchange standards aim to bridge the graphical standard to the execution standard or vice versa, the translation can sometimes be imperfect, as both standards are conceptually different (Recker and Mendling, 2006) . As system configuration is a company-based (internal) process, having a standards category in the framework for this phase of the BPM life cycle will not make sense.
In this paper, our discussions will focus predominantly on BPM standards, with short sections discussing B2B standards. In the authors' opinion, brief discussions on B2B standards is important because the challenges from globalisation will eventually 
Graphical standards
Graphical standards allow users to express the information flow, decision points and the roles of business processes in a diagrammatic way. Amongst the four categories of standards as mentioned in Section 3.1, graphical standards are currently the most human-readable and easiest to comprehend without prior technical training. Unified Modelling Language activity diagrams -UML AD (Object Management Group -OMG, 2004b) , BPMN (OMG, 2004a) , event-driven process chains -EPC (Scheer, 1992) , role-activity diagrams (RADs) and flow charts are common techniques used to model business processes graphically.
These techniques range from common notations (e.g. flow charts) to standards (e.g. BPMN). And of the standards, UML AD and BPMN are currently the two most expressive, easiest for integration with the interchange and execution level, and possibly the most influential in the near future. For this reason, we will focus more on UML AD and BPMN, followed by a brief description of the other graphical business process modelling techniques.
3.2.1 Unified Modelling Language AD. OMG's (2004b) UML (Version 2.0), standardised in 2004, is the backbone of the object-oriented software engineering computing paradigm that superseded the structural programming paradigm. Broadly speaking, UML is a suite of 13 object-oriented notations that captures all attributes and behaviour of the objects modelled (Ambler, 2004) . A few examples of these notations include the use case diagram (for documenting high-level user requirements), the sequence diagram (for documenting program sequence), and the AD, etc. Of the two, the AD is most commonly used to model business processes in a graphical way . The UML AD is both a flowcharting technique and a special kind of state machine whose activities are states and interactivity links trigger-less transitions (Havey, 2005) . In our opinion, UML AD are more like the "object-oriented equivalent" of flow charts and data flow diagrams from the structural programming paradigm. This view is also shared by critics of the UML (Version 2.0) like Bell (2004) . If one subscribes to the view of the UML AD being like an extended flow-chart, decision points are similarly notated by diamonds and behaviour by action, which are the rounded rectangles in the diagram. The circular notations denote the start and the end points of the process .
The UML AD is rooted in Petri net token semantics (OMG, 2004b) and is logically based on the UML state diagrams, which in turn is based upon Harel's (1987) extension of state machines concept (Havey, 2005) .
3.2.2 Strengths and weaknesses of UML AD. To the authors' best knowledge, there is currently no standard framework for evaluating BP modelling notations. The most common approach is a comparison of the BP modelling notation's features against the Workflow Patterns Framework (van der Aalst et al., 2000) (a collection of generic, recurring constructs originally devised to evaluate workflow systems, but later adopted to evaluate workflow standards, business process languages). In 2001, Dumas et al. investigated the expressiveness and the adequacy of ADs for workflow specification, by systematically evaluating their ability to capture a collection of workflow patterns (Dumas and ter Hofstede, 2001 ). Dumas' work was a response to White's (2004b) publication Workflow Handbook evaluating the BP modelling notations (BPMN and UML AD) against workflow patterns.
From their evaluation, Dumas and ter Hofstede (2001) concluded that in the context of workflow specification, the strong points of UML AD with respect to alternative languages provided by commercial WFMS are essentially the following (Dumas and ter Hofstede, 2001; Russell et al., 2006) :
They support signal sending and receiving at the conceptual level.
. They support both waiting and processing states.
. They provide a seamless mechanism for decomposing an activity into sub-activities. The combination of this decomposition capability with signal sending yields a powerful approach to handling activity interruptions.
On the other hand, the weaknesses of UML AD are (Wohed, 2004; Russell et al., 2006) :
Some of the UML AD constructs lack a precise syntax and semantics. For instance, the "well-formedness" rules linking forks with joints are not fully defined, nor are the concepts of dynamic invocation and deferred events, among others.
. They do not fully capture important kinds of synchronisation such as the discriminator and the N-out-of-M join. Similarly, they do not fully support the producer-consumer pattern with termination activity.
The suitability of UML as a BP modelling technique was assessed by Russell et al. (2006) . He concluded that:
Business process management standards . UML AD offers comprehensive support for the control-flow and data perspectives allowing the majority of the constructs encountered when analysing these perspectives to be directly captured.
. However, UML ADs are extremely limited in modelling resource-related or organisational aspects of business processes. It is interesting to note that UML ADs cannot capture many of the natural constructs encountered in business processes such as cases and the notion of interaction with the operational environment in which the process functions.
These limitations observed by Dumas and ter Hofstede (2001) and Russell et al. (2006) are common to many other business process modelling formalisms and reflect the overwhelming emphasis that has been placed on the control-flow and data perspectives in contemporary modelling notations . 3.2.3 Trends of UML. While the first version of UML was hailed as the de facto software modelling standard for object-oriented programs, its second version had many critics and detractors.
In the author's opinion, not only did the 13 diagrammatic notations of the UML Version 2.0 not add value, but they also increased complexity. This was not helped by the aesthetically inconsistent terms across the 13 diagrams. For example, a two-dimensional box may mean different things across different diagrams of the UML Version 2.0. This view is shared by Bell (2004) as the "UML fever".
While UML AD are functional, business analysts somehow cannot use them without prior technical knowledge. In the author's working experience, business analysts are more at home with flowcharts even though these are limited to the modelling of single processes, not levels of decompositions of BPs. It is also quite challenging for one to design business processes at different levels of detail. In other words, while the UML AD is very good for designing single level business processes, sub processes cannot be easily notated in a UML AD. A business analyst cannot model a business process and its sub-processes from the highest level to the lowest level of detail in an UML AD.
From the authors' observation and (Koskela and Haajanen, 2007) , UML AD are increasingly losing favour with practitioners (although there are currently several projects working on UML-to-BPEL translations by IBM and OMG). This is mainly due to industry's growing consolidation of BPMN as the de facto standard for BP modelling.
3.2.4 Business process modelling notation. First released in May 2004 by Business Process Management Initiative (BPMI.org.), the graphical, flowchart-based BPMN is a recent BP modelling language that is already gaining wide acceptance (Koskela and Haajanen, 2007) . Being a graphical notation, BPMN hopes to bridge the gap between IT and business analysts .
BPMI first expounded BPMN as a graphical representation of the Business Process Modelling Language (BPML), an XML-based process execution language. However, when BPML lost favour, its closest rival BPEL became the de rigeur BPEL. Despite this, BPMN held its own as the graphical representation of BPEL. There are currently 44 BPMN implementations (i.e. software tools) endorsed by OMG and four upcoming implementations (OMG, 2004a, b) , many of which can generate BPEL code (OMG, 2008a, b, c, d) . BPMJ 15,5 3.2.5 Capabilities of BPMN. The BPMN elements (like activities, events, gateways, flows, etc.) in business process diagrams (BPDs) are compliant with most flow-charting notations but offer much more precise flow control semantics ( Figure 7 ). Notably, BPMN is able to model private (internal) processes, public (abstract) processes (Mous et al., 2007) and collaboration (global) processes at different levels of granularity. For example, roles (a.k.a swimlanes in BPMN) may be modelled from either the perspective of key stakeholders or from an inter-department perspective. Most BPMN models can be mapped to execution code (e.g. BPEL) which is its main strength over UML AD.
The theoretical underpinnings of BPMN are largely based on Petri nets, adopting the same token passing for flow control (White, 2004a; Havey, 2005) .
3.2.6 Strengths and weaknesses of BPMN. BPMN enables roles to be defined at various levels of granularity through pools and swimlanes unlike UML AD (White, 2004a) . For example, a business analyst designing BPMN processes may choose to represent the processes across departments, or across roles of different departments, or even across companies.
BPMN has a drawback. Since there is no XML interchange format for BPMN diagrams, OMG has introduced the business process definition metamodel -BPDM (Frank et al., 2004; OMG, 2008a, b, c, d ) specification but it is not yet supported by existing tools. Currently, XPDL (Workflow Management Coalition -WfMC, 2002 ) is the de facto interchange format due to its long history, stability and strong industry support.
The initial intent for BPMN to visualize BPEL has not succeeded (White, 2004a ) because of irreconcilable differences between BPMN and BPEL, making it very difficult, and in some cases impossible, to faithfully generate BPEL code from BPMN models. Even more difficult is the synchronization of the original BPMN model and the generated BPEL code (White, 2004a) . Furthermore, BPMN elements are hard to sketch on paper unlike UML AD or flowcharts . In spite of its widespread adoption, BPMN 1.0 is still incomplete and the request for proposal (RFP) of BPMN 2.0 is under way. (White, 2004a) . Another difference between the two notations is terminology (Koskela and Haajanen, 2007; White, 2004a) . For example, a UML AD has a start node while the BPMN's BPD has a start event (Koskela and Haajanen, 2007) . The BPMN BPD shows details at multiple levels of business processes. The granularity of roles can also be freely assigned through pools and swimlanes (OMG, 2004a; Wohed et al., 2006) . On the other hand, a UML AD is at a single-level perspective White, 2004a, b; Wohed, 2004) . This, coupled with terminologies inherited from UML, is causing UML AD's popularity to wane.
The differences between BPMN and UML can be understood by considering the intended users of both notations. While BPMN was targeted at business analysts, UML (its AD) was primarily targeted for software development. Although the UML 2.0 development upgraded the AD to accomodate business analysts, it is still technically oriented.
According to White (2004a, b) , since the BPD and AD have very similar views (i.e. higher level representation) of the same meta-model in BPDM, it is foreseeable that they will converge in the future. The OMG is determined to address the concerns of higher-than-software-development levels of business modelling, including the formulation of business rules and design of business processes. This is also the thrust of the authors' research.
Even though originally developed within BPMI, the future of a BPD may be part of the high-level business modelling infrastructure being developed within the OMG.
3.2.8 Event-driven process chain. Aside from BPMN and UML AD, there is the EPC (Scheer, 1992) , which was developed by the Institute for Information Systems (IWi) at the University of Saarland, Germany. It is a language that is widely used in the ARIS Toolset of IDS Scheer AG and the workflow component of the SAP R/3 System. It was quite influential as a modeling notation in the 1990s.
An EPC is simple and easy for non-technical users to pick up. It works as an ordered graph of events and functions and supports parallel execution of processes. A notable feature of EPC is its logical operators (e.g. OR, AND and XOR). However, the semantics and syntax of the EPC are apparently not well defined (van der Aalst, 1999; Kindler, 2004) . Because of these limitations and the absence of a standardization process, the EPC will not be classified as a graphical standard.
3.2.9 Other graphical representations. RADs and flowcharts are strictly not standards but tools to display the temporal transitions of business processes. One must never confuse them with standards. However, in the first author's own industry experience, end-users often fall back on flowcharts to depict the business processes because of the notational simplicity of flowcharts and RADs.
3.2.10 Strengths and weaknesses of graphical notations. The notable use of the Workflow Pattern Framework to evaluate BPMN and UML AD (White, 2004a; Russell et al., 2006; Wohed et al., 2006; Koskela and Haajanen, 2007) demonstrate that both notations could adequately model most of the workflow patterns.
The only exception was the absence of an adequate graphical representation of the interleaved parallel routing pattern in UML AD, even though the underlying UML AD metamodel has the appropriate structure to create the pattern (Dumas and ter Hofstede, 2001; Wohed et al., 2006) . The fact that both notations provide similar flow control solutions to most of the patterns underscore their similarities. The UML AD and the BPMN share many graphical symbols (e.g. rounded rectangles for activities, diamonds for decisions, etc.). These similarities are understandable because both UML AD and BPMN are designed to represent procedural business processes.
Graphical notations like UML AD and BPMN are easy for non-technical business users to understand and use. Compared to the text-based execution-level standards like BPEL, graphical standards visually reveal patterns, loopholes and bottlenecks of a business process. However, the finite set of process diagram elements may restrict design freedom somewhat.
As mentioned earlier, because of the absence of semantic and computational formalisms in graphical notations, their models will never be able to fully translate into executable code. There will always be some loss of data or semantics of the control flow.
Although graphical standards provide a high-level representation of business processes, its focus is on flow control. Graphical standards are weak on the formulation, evaluation and measurement of the fulfillment of goals. Goal-based notations or language intrinsic to the language are desirable.
Execution standards
Execution standards enable business process designs to be deployed in BPMS and their instances executed by the BPMS engine. There are currently two prominent execution standards: BPML and BPEL. Of the two, BPEL is more widely adopted in several prominent software suites (e.g. IBM Websphere, BEA AquaLogic BPM Suite, SAP Netweaver, etc.) even though BPML can better address business process semantics.
3.3.1 Business Process Modelling Language. The BPML is an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) process definition language that describes the structural representation of a process and the semantics of its execution (Havey, 2005) . Business processes modelled in BPML are run on an engine element by element, according to precisely defined semantics. Despite BPML being an XML-based code, it has a good balance of graphical and block-oriented paradigms, making it one of a few formally complete languages (Shapiro, 2002) . Therefore, the code of a BPML process has not only graph-oriented constructs such as loops and parallel paths, but also block-oriented constructs such as variables, recursive blocks and structured exception handlings (Arkin, 2002) .
The block-oriented constructs enable a BPML business process to be programmed, making BPML the leading light of the process-oriented programming paradigm. It is important for BPM practitioners to note that, in BPML, recursive block structures play a significant role in scoping issues that are relevant for declarations, definitions and process execution (Shapiro, 2002) . Flow control is also handled entirely by block structure concepts (e.g. executing all the activities in the block sequentially) (Shapiro, 2002) .
BPML was designed for business processes to be executed in contemporary web service-based BPMS (e.g. Intalio BPM). BPML's theoretical underpinnings are rooted in Pi-calculus (Arkin, 2000; Havey, 2005) . Pi-calculus examines the interaction of two processes based on the flow of messages between them. Because of the underlying Pi-calculus formalisms, each participant in BPML may be flexibly defined; it can be as Business process management standards simple as a stateless one-method service or as complex as a process with a well-defined message exchange. The strengths of BPML are as follows (Shapiro, 2002; Smith, 2004; Koskela and Haajanen, 2007) :
. BPML supports the concept of zero-code design driven deployment. This means that programmers do not have to dwell on low-level programming languages but focus on defining processes and their execution sequences (i.e. flow control). This is also known to practitioners as "programming in the large".
. BPML encourages reusability and scalability being an open standard for all BPMS just as the entity relation diagram and SQL are for relational database management systems (DBMS). As its backbone is XML, its components can be easily reused and parsed.
. Being formally complete, BPML can express complete end-to-end executable processes. This is its edge over the competing BPEL, which is formally incomplete and is limited in expressing business process semantics.
. BPML supports transactions (i.e. small modular activities) with ACID properties within and outside a process. This is another of BPML's edge over BPEL which does not support transactions. BMPL's model of transaction supports nested transactions, within nested processes, and across multiple BPML processes (i.e. within an end-to-end process).
BPML has its limitations (Shapiro, 2002; Smith, 2004; Koskela and Haajanen, 2007) : . As it is a higher level of programming abstraction, BPML can only be supported in systems of pure BPMS vendors but not by dominant market products like Microsoft's BizTalk and IBM's MQServer and Websphere. Ironically, these dominant commercial products needed only a simpler structure and were not ready to adopt BPML when BPML was first introduced. This led Microsoft and IBM to develop their own languages XLANG and Web Service Flow Language (WSFL), respectively, (Smith, 2004) .
Despite BPML being a formally complete business process standard (Arkin, 2002; Shapiro, 2002; van der Aalst et al., 2002a, b; Smith, 2004) , it is no longer supported by its founding organisation BPMI after its merger with OMG in 2005 (OMG, 2008a, b, c, d) .
3.3.2 The rise and wane of BPML. As shown in Figure 8 , the idea of an open standard for the modelling of business processes was first mooted in 1999 by practitioners, developers and many software vendors, including giants like Microsoft and IBM. In 2001, Microsoft and IBM released their own BP execution languages XLANG (Thatte, 2001) and WSFL (Leymann, 2001) to enhance their products with workflow capabilities. Both XLANG and WSFL were viewed skeptically in industry circles as Microsoft's BizTalk and IBM's MQServer systems stop-gap measures as both were not yet ready for the rich language of BPML (Smith, 2004) .
In June 2002, BPML 0.4 was finalised after three years of hard work by the BPM community, led by one Arkin (2002) . In August 2002, three months before BPMI's release of BPML 1.0 in November 2002, IBM and Microsoft merged XLANG and WSFL into Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS) and submitted it to Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) for consideration of adoption. Following this move, many small BPMS vendors were torn between adopting BPML or BPEL's as the execution standard of their software (Smith, 2004) .
In May 2003, BPEL4WS 1.1 was released by OASIS coinciding with the rise of the SOA paradigm (Andrews et al., 2003) . With large organizations like IBM, Microsoft, BEA and SAP leading the way, the BPM market (including smaller BPM vendors) consolidated towards BPEL.
This trend of "going with the flow" was identified by many industry observers and even academics (van der Aalst, 2003a, b) . In the authors' opinion, this consolidation was a step backwards for BPM. BPEL is in many ways not a complete language even today. For instance, BPEL's second version (i.e. Web Service Business Process Execution Language -WS-BPEL) had to be semantically enriched in the form of the extension WS-HumanTask in order to model human participation in business processes (Smith, 2004) . In contrast, BPML can intrinsically model human participation.
The execution standard level of business process modelling is now dominated by the formally incomplete BPEL. However, ironically BPEL is beginning to look more like BPML with patchy extensions. BPEL is currently the most influential execution standard in the market, as such, we will be devoting more time on it. It is used together with Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) and other related technologies. This means that BPEL is used to define how the business process is built from invocations of existing web services and the kind of interaction of the process with external participants.
Technically, BPEL can be seen as an XML-programming language for web service compositions. In-depth understanding of BPEL requires software development competence as well as knowledge of the underlying web service technologies. The first version, BPEL4WS 1.0, was originally submitted to OASIS (2007) WSBPEL Technical Committee by Microsoft and IBM in July 2002. BPEL4WS combined properties from Microsoft's WSFL (Leymann, 2001 ) and IBM's XLANG (Thatte, 2001) (Figure 9 ).
The revised version of BPEL4WS (i.e. Version 1.1) (Andrews et al., 2003) has been widely adopted by tool vendors. In Version 2.0, the language was renamed WS-BPEL and approved as an OASIS (2007) standard. In this report, the acronym BPEL is generally used to refer to both versions because the older version cannot be considered obsolete. Where necessary, clear distinctions between the versions are made. The new version involves syntactic changes and improved alignment with other XML technologies such as XPath (Koskela and Haajanen, 2007) . Hence, it is important to note that newer versions of BPEL processes are not backward-compatible.
From the viewpoint of the creators of BPEL (Andrews et al., 2003) , business processes can be described in two ways (Shapiro, 2002) :
(1) Executable business processes. Model actual details and behaviour of a participant in a business interaction. (2) Business protocols. In contrast, use process descriptions that specify the mutually visible message exchange behaviour of each of the parties involved in the protocol, without revealing their internal behaviour and details. The process descriptions for business protocols are called abstract processes (Havey, 2005) .
In other words, the full implementation logic of the business process is defined via executable processes, while only the message exchange between process participants (i.e. business protocols) is modelled in abstract processes. A business process written in BPEL consists of two types of files (Andrews et al., 2003) : (1) The BPEL file, encoded in XML, forms the "stateful" definition of a process, including its main activities, partner links, variables, and event handlers. (2) The accompanying WSDL files specify the "stateless" web service interfaces that are of interest to the process defined in the BPEL file (e.g. services implemented by and called by the process).
Structured in XML, the core elements of a BPEL document are greatly influenced by web service concepts, and include (Koskela and Haajanen, 2007; OASIS, 2007) :
. roles of the process participants;
. port types required from the participants;
. orchestration, which is the actual process flow; and
. correlation information, the definition of how messages can be routed to correct composition instances.
BPEL activities can be either basic or structured activities (Andrews et al., 2003; OASIS, 2007) . Basic activities correspond to actual components in a business process. These activities are realized through web service interactions (i.e. through invocations of WSDL operations). On the other hand, the structured activities resemble control structures of conventional programming language. They constitute the block-oriented part of BPEL, which originated from XLANG (Thatte, 2001 Most popular and does not have any serious competitors in the industry (Havey, 2005; van der Aalst et al., 2005a, b; Woodley and Gagnon, 2005; Koskela and Haajanen, 2007) . This means that BPEL-compatible products are stable and the risk of obsolescence is minimal. As it has been adopted by major software vendors, portability is not an issue with products of small BPMS vendors.
. It focuses on processes rather than low-level programming constructs. In comparison with conventional programming languages such as Java, BPEL can model typical business process interactions such as long-term transactions, asynchronous messaging and parallel activities. It would need much more effort and lines of code to express the same process in a conventional programming language (van der Aalst et al., 2005a, b . Limited graphical support: cannot support cyclic processes (Smith, 2004; van der Aalst et al., 2005a, b; Koskela and Haajanen, 2007 ). BPEL's Achilles' heel must surely be BPEL's acyclic nature consistent with the link sequences of web services (Shapiro, 2002) . In the author's experience, real-life business processes often contain cyclical components (e.g. negotiation procedures). BPEL will not be able to model them properly.
. Abstract business processes and is not really adopted in the industry (van der Aalst, 2003a, b) . Although abstract BPEL processes model business protocols, abstract BPEL processes only model the perspective of just one party of the collaboration (van der Aalst et al., 2005a, b) . This is clear in Figure 10 , which shows the executable and the abstract process codes in BPEL. It is clear that in both cases, the work is seen from the perspective of one of the partners (van der Aalst et al., 2005a, b) . In the authors' and van der Aalst's et al. (2005a, b) opinion, BPEL is grossly inadequate as a language for modelling abstract processes. (3) BPEL does not model human involvement in business processes well. This is a serious setback in BPM. WfMS have always been able to model human participation in business processes and if execution languages like BPEL cannot do so, this is a severe drawback. The gap was exposed with recent extensions of BPEL (e.g. BPEL4People and WS-HumanTask) aiming to model human involvements in business processes (Smith, 2004) . (4) BPEL does not have some process constructs (Koskela and Haajanen, 2007) .
Because of this, it is not possible to express all conceivable business processes in BPEL. For this reason, BPEL is often used in conjunction with programming languages, for example Java, or embellished by proprietary scripting languages inherent to commercial implementations of workflow or integration broker engines (Koskela and Haajanen, 2007) . (5) BPEL emphasizes web service definitions at the expense of work and resource distribution. In every BPEL file, a considerable amount of coding is needed to ensure that web services are properly coordinated and linked. This is in contrast to the design interfaces of WfMS (i.e. Metastorm e-Work (Metastorm, 2007) , Savvion BPM Software (Savvion, 2008), SAP Business Workflow (SAP, 2008b) ) that the first author has worked with. In these systems, there is an emphasis on the ease of design of the flow, roles and information passed, and less so on making the back-end coding work. The back-end coding is necessary for customisation but is never a complex action like that of BPEL. In the authors' opinion, despite BPEL's alignment with the web services platform, it is unable to address the needs of BPM directly. (6) Lack of support for B2B collaboration. BPEL as a standalone cannot support B2B collaborations as it is fundamentally designed from a single perspective of the business process ( Figure 10 ). For process execution in electronic business networks, better support for collaborative processes is required. Choreography languages such as WSCDL address this need, freeing BPEL to implement the internal processes (Wohed et al., 2003a, b; van der Aalst et al., 2005a, b) . Business process management standards
Regardless of its weaknesses, BPEL is still the most popular execution language and is maturing into a semantically richer execution standard with its WS-BPEL version. 3.3.4 Comparing BPML and BPEL. Although there is a consensus in industry (Ghalimi and McGoveran, 2005; Havey, 2005; Khan, 2005 ) that BPEL and BPML are similar except for their syntax, both execution standards are actually quite different. Despite BPML's eventual demise, it still has an indirect influence on BPEL's developments. Unknowing to detractors of BPEL, BPML actually serves as a benchmark for the comparison of BPEL's features as an executable standard. Without BPML, industry would not be able to assess the flow control constructs and business process semantics of BPEL.
Both BPEL and BPML focus on issues important in defining web services. This is reflected in several ways (Shapiro, 2002) :
. activity types specifically for message interchange, event handling, compensation (in case of failure), and delay;
. attributes to support instance correlation, extraction of parts of messages, locating service instances; and . support for transactions, utilizing the block structure context, exception handling and compensation.
As BPEL omits certain process constructs, not all conceivable business processes can be expressed in BPEL (Shapiro, 2002) . For this reason, BPEL is often used in conjunction with programming languages, for example Java, or extended by the proprietary scripting languages inherent to commercial implementations of workflow or integration broker engines (Shapiro, 2002) . Indeed, in practical applications, there is nearly always the need to extend the language with other programming tools.
In contrast, BPML, being a complete language, can implement additional semantics as processes, rather than adding new "tags" to the XML as in the case of BPEL. The scalability of BPML over BPEL is therefore evident.
In the view of van der Aalst et al. (2005a, b) organizations do not need to agree on a common execution language. Instead, they argued that there are more important issues to be addressed: . developing a higher-level language to describe both processes and interactions; and Ideal for automation by computers. Syntax-based and block-oriented execution standards facilitate business process automation in IT systems. Currently, many execution standards (e.g. BPEL, BPML, etc.) are based on the well-structured XML. XML is easily customisable and scalable and yet has rich block-oriented features like nesting, structures, and good parsing capability. Older versions of business process models can be easily modified without the need for a drastic overhaul.
. Captures many hidden semantics that graphical standards cannot. With a clear set of syntax, nested features and a formalised method of expressing business processes, execution standards can encapsulate logical details succinctly.
However, execution standards are limited in the following ways:
. They are not high-level and relationships are not visibly obvious. Like assembly languages in computing, the sequence, activities and the linkages in and between business processes are not visually obvious in execution standards.
. They require some technical knowledge and web-services know-how. Unlike the flowchart-like graphical standards, the execution standards require some technical knowledge; in recent years, primarily web services. This is a veritable obstacle for process-owners and business analysts who are conversant in business process design but not the technical implementation.
3.3.7 Trends of execution standards. Prior to the industry's recent consolidation towards BPEL, there were several proposals to streamline business process execution. These proposals can be classified as follows:
. Extensions of programming languages. After the ascendancy of WfM in the late 1990s, many programming languages began to cater to the design of web services. A prominent example is the Java Business Process Management, which is supported on many Java systems like the community developed JBOSS (Koenig, 2004) .
. Consequently, the problems and limitations of programming languages were directly inherited by business process designs. For example, in order to link with other programming language-oriented business process extensions, one will need to build interfaces (e.g. application program interfaces), which are often not dynamic, scalable and manageable.
. Web service-based proposals. The other category of execution standards are those based on web services. The web services paradigm focuses on service-oriented concepts, meaning that programs or business processes can be created by mixing and matching modular programs each serving a particular function. Service-oriented programs are reusable and are very adaptive to changes in requirements and computing environments.
Because of the growing dominance of the SOA, the web service-based proposals are currently the most influential. Execution standards based on adaptive paradigms are Business process management standards better received due to the user's need to survive in an increasingly globalised business climate. The authors acknowledge the important contributions of web service standards to BPM (e.g. WS-CDL (Kavantzas et al., 2004) ). However, as they are low level and not BPM specific, web service standards are not included in our discussions.
Significant web service-based business process products include the BEA AquaLogic BPM Suite (BEA, 2008) (Scheer, 1992) , Savvion BPM (Savvion, 2008), etc.
Reasons for interchange standards: fundamental differences between graphical and execution standards
By now, the reader should be aware that graphical and execution standards have some fundamental differences: diagrammatic graphical standards are graph-oriented while the syntax-based execution standards are block-oriented (Koskela and Haajanen, 2007) . While graph-oriented graphical standards represent temporal progression and logical flow through nodes and inter-connecting arcs, block-oriented execution standards control flow by nesting different kinds of syntactical control primitives (e.g. XML) (Koskela and Haajanen, 2007) .
Because of this, information is often lost in transformations from graph-oriented graphical standards to block-oriented execution standards and vice versa (Koskela and Haajanen, 2007) . The semantics of business processes expressed intrinsically in graph-oriented models cannot be adequately expressed by the limited constructs of block-oriented standards.
An example is the expression of temporal sequence. Temporal aspects of business processes expressed in graphical standards via nodes and arcs cannot be faithfully displayed in a text-based block-oriented standard.
Standardisation groups (e.g. OMG) which pioneered interchange standards often claim their creations as the missing link between the business analyst and the IT specialist (Frank et al., 2004) . In the authors' opinion, this is only half true as there are still many aspects of business process modelling (e.g. goals, context, semantics, ontological matching, role definitions, etc.) that current standards fail to address. In fact, it is more accurate to say that interchange standards are the non-contextual translator between graphical standards and execution standards.
Interchange standards
As mentioned earlier, interchange standards are needed to:
. translate graphical standards to execution standards; and . exchange business process models between different BPMS's (Mendling and Neumann, 2005) .
Although many practitioners thought these interchange standards as "the link between business and IT", the authors do not totally agree with this assertion because (Koskela and Haajanen):
. an interchange standard is essentially a translator from a graphical standard to an execution standard;
. the translation from execution standards to graphical standards is hardly achievable (Mendling and Neumann, 2005); and . in the authors' opinion, interchange standards currently focus only on the flow control aspect of business processes and hardly address other aspects (e.g. level of fulfilment of business goals, human roles, other business process semantics, etc.).
There are currently two prominent interchange standards:
(1) BPDM by OMG.
(2) XPDL by the WfMC.
3.5.1 Business Process Definition Metamodel. The BPDM is an XML-based proposal by the OMG. It was initiated following a RFPs issued on 31 January 2003 and is still in its formative years. At the time of writing, the finalization of the specifications is underway (OMG, 2008a, b, c, d) . BPDM provides the capability to represent and model business processes independent of notation or methodology, thus bringing different approaches together into a cohesive capability (OMG, 2008a, b, c, d) .
As its name suggests, the BPDM was meant to be the authoritative meta-object facility (Frankel, 2003) (an abstract modelling language by the OMG) metamodel for the common elements in process definitions (Havey, 2005) .
According to OMG (2008a, b, c, d):
The metamodel behind BPDM captures business processes in a very general way and provides a XML syntax for storing and transferring business process models between tools and infrastructures. Various tools, methods and technologies can then map their way to view, understand and implement processes to and through BPDM.
Simply put, a metamodel is basically an abstract model that contains basic elements found across many modelling languages. In this case, the "metamodel" feature in BPDM is an abstraction of basic and common elements found across BPEL, BPMN, XPDL, XLANG, WSFL and UML AD. This means that BPDM works like a multi-lingual standards translator with a common platform. This qualifies BPDM as an interchange standard. Havey (2005) summarizes the current interchange capabilities of BPDM as shown in Figure 11 .
According to Harmon (2004) , BPDM is not as concerned with graphical notation as with semantics. It is conceivable that vendors will choose to maintain their existing notations but use the OMG BP metamodel to facilitate the transfer of information to Business process management standards other tools and models. In other words, a variety of different notations can continue to thrive in the OMG BP metamodel. In the long-run, however, the OMG will probably move most companies toward UML AD (Harmon, 2004) . According to the text of the RFP, BPDM:
[. . .] will define a set of abstract business process definition elements for specification of executable business processes that execute within an enterprise, and may collaborate between otherwise-independent business processes executing in different business units or enterprises (OMG, 2008a, b, c, d ).
3.5.2 Current status of BPDM. From a higher perspective, BPDM is nurturing a unified theory of process definition. Given this tall order, it is not a surprise that in many online technical forums, BPDM is criticised as a complex and user-unfriendly standard.
As the BPDM is relatively immature with no software tool using it, there will be little emphasis on this standard in this report. The challenge posed by WfMC's well-supported and more stable XPDL to BPDM has yet to play out. 3.5.3 XML Process Definition Language. In the fast-changing world of BPM standards, many standards do not even get to see the light of day (van der Aalst, 2003a, b; van der Aalst et al., 2005a, b) . However, the XML-based XPDL stood the test of time and will mark its tenth year anniversary in 2008. XPDL started in 1995 when the WfMC published the workflow reference model identifying five key interfaces necessary for any WfMS (WfMC, 1995) . In this reference model, one of the interfaces was for defining business processes. It includes a process definition expression language developed via a programmatic interface (i.e. process definition tool) to transfer the process definition to/from the workflow management system.
Initial Foundations as an Execution Standard. The first version of such a process definition language was called the Workflow Process Definition Language (WPDL) (WfMC, 1999 ) published in 1998 (van der Aalst, 2003a . WPDL contained all the key concepts required to support workflow expression and automation using the then state of the art: URL encoding (Fielding, 1995) .
However, by 1998, the first standards based on XML began to emerge. The first move to establish XML as an interchange language had happened. The WfMC Working Group 1 produced an updated process definition expression language called XPDL, now known as XPDL 1.0 (WfMC, XML, 2002) . This second revision was an XML-based interchange language that contained many similar concepts of WPDL, but with some improvements. XPDL 1.0 (Marin, 2001) was eventually approved by the WfMC in 2002, and was subsequently implemented by more than two dozen workflow software products (e.g. Metastorm e-Work, Lombardi, etc.) as a process definition exchange mechanism.
How XPDL matured into an interchange standard. Shift of focus from process definition (i.e. execution) to process interchange. Many practitioners have downplayed the process interchange capabilities of XPDL which they view as an execution standard (Pyke, 2007) . As its flow control features cannot be compared to that of BPEL and BPML (Shapiro, 2002; van der Aalst, 2003a, b) , the main strength of XPDL still remains in its interchange capabilities, which is its selling point. There are currently over 70 products and applications that leverage XPDL on Java, Microsoft.NET Framework, or Linux. Some examples include Oracle 9i Warehouse Builder, IDS Scheer Business Architect, BEA Enterprise Repository and BPM Suite, etc.
3.5.4 Strengths and weaknesses of interchange standards. The strengths of interchange standards include:
. interchange standards offer a "globally accepted" file format to save process definitions. Business process models in different BPMS are perfectly compatible; and . XPDL is well-accepted and stable, having had a ten-year history.
The shortcomings of interchange standards include:
Owing to fundamental differences in graph-oriented graphical and block-oriented execution standards, the quality of transformation of the interchange standards is limited by different syntax and structures. For instance, a cyclical and temporal implication in a graphical standard cannot be easily transformed into an execution standard. The translation of recursive capabilities from an execution standard to a graphical standard is an even more challenging task.
. Currently in the industry, translation from graphical to execution is easier than that from execution to graphical standards. This applies to XPDL and even BPDM. This limitation raises doubts as to whether the "bridge between the business analyst and the IT specialist" is near in sight.
.
In the first author's work experience, the need to exchange business process models amongst systems is not an everyday activity and XPDL formats sufficient for most purposes. Also, many WfMS (and BPMS) already have the capability to translate (in a governed fashion) their graphical designs into XML execution codes.
3.5.5 Some observations and trends of interchange standards. Recalling the earlier discussions about block-oriented and graph-oriented paradigms of business process standards, it is a brave attempt by BPDM to mediate amongst so many forms of graphical and execution standards. Given their fundamental differences, it is impractical to expect a perfect transformation from the graphical to the execution standards and vice versa.
In the authors' opinion, a BPDM standard is not necessary if each level of the BPM standards had been consolidated. After all, that is what a standard is supposed to do. The BPDM is but a patch work that breeds a multitude of "yet-another" standard. At the moment, the industry's consolidation to XPDL as the interchange standard offers the best hope for a universal interchange standard. XPDL can save both the graphical and the execution forms of business process designs digitally in XML. This runs counter to industry's move to digress from the already capable XPDL to BPMN, BPML and BPEL. Some pro-BPEL programmers can argue that the flow control features of XPDL are not Business process management standards as rich as those of BPEL and BPML (Mendling and Neumann, 2005) but in the authors' opinion, these are just technical features that can embellish the next version of XPDL.
Diagnosis standards
The core difference between WfM and contemporary BPM lies in the diagnosis portion of the BPM life cycle (van der Aalst et al., 2003) . Diagnosis standards monitor and optimize business processes running in and across companies' BPMS. Audit trails, real-time business process information, trend analysis and bottleneck identification are just some of the important diagnostic tools that aid a company manage their post-modeling phase of the BPM life cycle. However, in the authors' observation, it was only recently that diagnosis standards attracted due attention. After the WorldCom auditing scandal and Enron's fraud, many companies tightened the management of their business processes via strict corporate governance. The US senate passed the Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) Act of 2002 (Washington DC Government Printing Office, 2002) to regulate financial business processes and IT processes in all US companies. Many software companies (e.g. CrystalReports.com, 2008; SAP, 2008a; Oracle, 2008b, etc.) started to market their process related products as SOX tools. This section introduces the beginnings of BPM diagnosis standards and highlights their potential. Though an important component of BPM, diagnostic standards are not the main focus of the authors' research and so the literature review will be brief.
3.6.1 Business Process Runtime Interface. The Business Process Runtime Interfaces -BPRI (OMG, 2002) is a RFP initiated by OMG in 2002 to define a common interface for the execution engines of different vendors. This interface, it is hoped, will facilitate human interaction and drive down costs, and create a new market for environments that will use those execution engines (Havey, 2005) . As of the time of writing, BPRI is still not finalised.
3.6.2 Business Process Query Language. The Business Process Query Language (BPQL) is currently being developed by BPMI.org (i.e. OMG due to the 2005 merger) and will be the first standards-based query language for business processes. BPQL will support the deployment of business processes onto a process server and the real-time querying of process instances (Ghalimi and McGoveran, 2005) . This facilitates process mining and efficient runtime management of business processes; for instance, "Which stage of the business process is the current bottleneck of the business process?" To the authors' best knowledge, BPQL has been on hold after the merger of OMG and BPMI.
3.6.3 Other diagnosis attempts. There are other lesser known and less influential languages and tools to facilitate business process post-modelling diagnosis. These include (Beeri et al., 2005 (Beeri et al., , 2007 Ghalimi and McGoveran, 2005) :
. Business Activity Monitoring Language. In the authors' observation and experience, the current market trend leaves software vendors provide the administration, monitoring and analysis tools as built-in features of their BPMS. Although the diagnosis portion of the BPM life cycle is an important process that makes BPM different from WfM, the industry's push for standards for the diagnosis stage is not aggressive at the moment. BPMJ 15,5
In our opinion, if the diagnosis standards cannot be established, the advancement from WfM to BPM will only be a simple name change and not an advancement of a field.
3.7 Beyond BPM: B2B information exchange standards While the management of internal business processes via BPM is crucial, a serious BPM practitioner and researcher should never overlook how organisations collaborate with each other. One must remember companies exist mainly to turn in a profit, via the fundamental activities of buying and selling of products or services, Processes exist within and across companies to support this high-level goal of making profits.
Hence, an efficient methodology to support collaborative business processes in B2B collaborations is crucial. Since the late 1970s, standards which facilitate information exchange in B2B collaborations (a.k.a. collaborative business processes or B2B integration) have been introduced. A few examples of these B2B information exchange standards include:
. Electronic data interchange. Electronic data interchange -EDI (ANSI, 1979; UN/EDIFACT, 1990), one of the early B2B information exchange standards, was created for communications between different proprietary formats of collaborating partners. There are two predominant forms of EDI; the American National Standards Institute X12 standards (ANSI, 1979) and the European UN/EDIFACT standards. In 1987, the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) adopted the EDIFACT standard. EDI serves to facilitate document exchange between companies. It is a medium for exchanging business documents with external entities, and integrating the data from those documents into the company's internal systems. This is done via a value-added network, which is like a post office that forwards the data bundles to their designated businesses for a service fee.
. ebXML BPSS. The Electronic Business using eXtensible Markup Language (ebXML) UN/CEFACT, 2001a, b, 2002) was formalised in 2001 as a joint initiative between the United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business -UN/ CEFACT and OASIS (2002) . Presently, it is a full set of ISO standards maintained by its two contributing organisations (Mertz, 2001 ). ebXML's stated objective was to make it possible for any business of any size in any industry to do business with any other companies anywhere in the world. The initial hope was that the presence of an accepted international e-business standard would motivate small business software developers to support ebXML. Compared to RosettaNet, ebXML is a collection of general standards which are not specific to any business (i.e. horizontal standards) while RosettaNet comprises specific standards, thereby making a thorough coverage (i.e. vertical standards). ebXML is adopted at much lower cost as compared to RosettaNet. RosettaNet (RosettaNet, 1998) , launched in June 1998, aims to standardise supply chain interactions by creating interoperable collaborative business processes (Gibb and Damodaran, 2002) . Member companies transact billions of dollars within their trading networks using partner interface process (PIP) specifications (RosettaNet, 1998) . PIPs are system-to-system, XML-based dialogues that represent operational-level collaborative business processes, Business process management standards e.g. request for quote. Each PIP defines how two specific processes, running in two different partners' organizations, are standardized and interfaced across the entire supply chain. PIPs include all business logic, message flow, and message contents to align the two business processes (RosettaNet Program Office, 2007) . The entire scope of RosettaNet processes is divided into seven clusters containing all supply chain processes (RosettaNet Program Office, 2007) : partner product and service review, product information, order management, inventory management, marketing information management, service and support, and manufacturing. RosettaNet distinguishes between internal (i.e. private (Mous et al., 2007) ) and external (i.e. public) business processes. RosettaNet specifies a wide range of public processes using the PIP specifications. A PIP specifies information content and a sequence of message exchange and is based on a peer-to-peer business exchange between trading partners. Either partner can initiate a business process, addressing another partner directly.
RosettaNet.
. Universal Business Language. Universal Business Language -UBL (Meadows and Seaburg, 2004 ) is a royalty-free library of XML-based, commonly used business documents such as purchasing orders, invoices, legal documents, etc. It is an international effort by OASIS, designed to eliminate the re-keying of data in existing fax-and paper-based business correspondence and provide an entry point into electronic commerce for small and medium-sized businesses. Its second version, UBL 2.0, was released in 2006.
B2B information exchange standards like those mentioned above essentially standardize information exchange but still do not address the real needs of a dynamic business process collaborations like those discussed by Tan et al. (2006) and Wombacher et al. (2003) . To our best knowledge, current B2B information exchange standards are still unable to dynamically formulate or update collaborative business processes according to real-time business goals. It is the authors' belief that the challenges in increased globalisation will pave the way for a conceptual merger of B2B Standards and BPM Standards. When such a state is realised, companies will be more responsive, and can react on-the-fly to adverse changes in demands or supply chain contingencies.
Gaps identified after BPM standards classification
Following the classification of BPM Standards, it became apparent to the authors that the following issues remain to be resolved.
4.1 Conceptual gaps in BPM standards 4.1.1 The significance of the BPM life cycle. Before creating "yet-another" BPM standard, one would need to consider the stage of the BPM life cycle that the proposed new standard is meant to address. Then, instead of proposing yet another BPM standard, the gaps in existing standards should first be plugged. Thus, the BPM life cycle compels practitioners and researchers to improve on existing standards rather than invent new ones.
4.1.2 BPM is not program linking. Perhaps, due to the recent increased interest in SOA, there is currently an over-emphasis on web services choreography and orchestration and not on the actual needs of BPM.
BPM is not mere agglomeration of programs. The linking of modular programs like web services merely process information (Medina-Mora et al., 1992) . Medina-Mora et al. assert that business processes are more than mere information transmission.
Notwithstanding the power of web services, an over-emphasis on web services means an over-emphasis on the flow control aspect of business processes at the expense of other aspects like business goals (Koubarakis and Plexousakis, 1999; Andersson et al., 2005) .
4.1.3 Lack of evaluation techniques for all BPM standards. A comprehensive evaluation technique is needed to assess the robustness of BPM standards. Right now, it is not possible to ascertain the quality of BPM graphical, interchange, diagnosis or execution standard.
To date, the most notable evaluation technique is the Workflow Patterns Framework (Dumas and ter Hofstede, 2001; van der Aalst et al., 2000 van der Aalst et al., , 2002a Wohed, 2004; Wohed et al., 2003a, b) which evaluates BPM graphical and execution standards like UML, BPMN, BPEL and BPML. Besides, control flow, the fulfillment of business objectives, the usage of computing resources of the standards' underlying infrastructure, the ability to integrate human participation, etc. are other important metrics.
4.2 Gaps in the graphical standards 4.2.1 Lack of computational formalisms. Graphical standards often trace their theoretical roots to Petri nets but the actual underlying formalism is often not clear . If there are to be new graphical formalisms, these should be more theoretical.
4.2.2 Graphical standards still need some learning. Although graphical standards are easy to use and compactly depict business processes, their notation are not the most intuitive to humans. This causes end-users to fall back on the less expressive but easy-to-use flow charts and RADs. Greater effort is needed to foster more widespread learning and adoption of BPMN and UML AD notations and symbols.
4.3 Gaps in the interchange standards BPDM was proposed as a metamodel of influential modeling notations and standards so that this metamodel can serve as an interchange mechanism. While the notion to have a metamodel of influential business process standards is a noble idea, the scale of covering the modeling features of all aspects of the targeted standards is overwhelming and would not be adaptable to new versions and extensions to the targeted standards.
The BPM field needs a new proposal for a scalable, flexible and embodying interchange methodology standard that is not at the mercy of new standards in the market or a change in versions of the standards to be interchanged.
Gaps in the execution standards
Although some execution standards (e.g. BPEL and BPML) claim that their theoretical basis is on established process algebra or formal notations, to our best knowledge, this is largely unsubstantiated. This highlights the need for assessment techniques highlighting the degree of influence of a formalism on an execution standard and how the formalism's constructs address execution issues. Such assessment techniques will also highlight the metrics of evaluating how well the execution standards perform the efficiency of real business environments. Aalst et al., 2005a, b) can be applied to address the needs of diagnosis standards.
4.5.3 No real metrics for the degree of fulfillment of business goals. Present-day BPM standards and systems are unable to ascertain the extent of fulfillment of high-level business goals, key performance indices (KPIs) and targets in strategic business processes. Currently, one infers if a business goal has been realized only at the final end stage or the withdrawn stage of a business process. In the first author's experience, the end node of a business process does not necessarily imply that all the associated tasks have been accomplished.
Gaps in the B2B information exchange standards
As mentioned in Section 3.7, B2B standards are envisioned to be more closely integrated with BPM Standards to support the real needs of increased globalisation. The following sections discuss the current gaps that need to be first addressed.
4.6.1 Current standards only address information exchange. Collaborative business processes (a.k.a. B2B process integration) have recently attracted much interest from the BPM research community. Collaborative business processes fulfill the common business goals of the partners. However, current B2B information exchange standards are merely just that -information exchange -and have not yet addressed the higher-level collaboration semantics of true collaborative business processes.
4.6.2 Current standards cannot address dynamic B2B collaborations. Current B2B information exchange standards are predefined static specifications and so cannot accommodate collaborative business processes which are dynamically formed on-the-fly. In reality, the identification of suppliers or service providers is still mostly executed manually, even if B2B information exchange standards are available in the market.
Furthermore, the establishment of automated standardized B2B information exchange requires a costly setup prior to the actual usage. This means that before fully reaping the benefits and efficiency of the B2B information exchange standards, companies have to evaluate their existing legacy systems, IT infrastructure and licensing schemes prior to utilizing these standards. For example, in RosettaNet, the RosettaNet Implementation Framework must first be established before "business signals" and RosettaNet PIPs may be dispatched.
4.6.3 Context-less B2B collaborations. Currently, B2B information exchange standards do not embody contextual information. If some context can be embedded in web services supporting the underlying methods, a first move to context-aware business process systems will have been made. 4.6.4 Supplier/buyer qualification mechanisms/standards for BPM. To facilitate the dynamic formulation of collaborative business processes, an automatic buyer/supplier qualification procedure is necessary. In industry, the "trust-worthiness" of potential suppliers and buyers is pre-qualified before the B2B collaboration information exchange interfaces are developed. It is not difficult to automate the pre-qualification of non-subjective criteria such as fulfilment rates of deadlines, contract specifications, etc. Examples of current work into trust-based collaborative filtering may be found in Weng et al. (2006 Weng et al. ( , 2005 .
Current trends and research directions of BPM standards

Recent consolidation of BPM standards
In the early 2000s, there were many standards which eventually lost favour with practitioners (Pyke, 2007) . Fortunately in recent years, these consolidated into essentially three key standards in the modeling, interchange and the execution of business processes (Khan, 2005; Pyke, 2007) :
(1) BPMN (OMG, 2004a) . By the former BPMI, now a part of the OMG, the BPMN represents the high-level notation/graphical representation of business processes easily understood by business analysts, and especially useful in communicating business requirements. (2) BPEL (Andrews et al., 2003; OASIS, 2007) . By the OASIS, the execution level BPEL allows automation of business processes and makes use of the web services platform. (3) XPDL (WfMC, XML, 2002) . By the WfMC, the XPDL functions as a file format and acts as a popular interchange language for the easy translation either:
. between different software using the BPMN notations without a loss of information integrity; or . more importantly from the notational BPMN to executable BPEL.
BPM standards and the relevant BPM life cycle stage addressed
After the classification of BPM standards through our framework, a clear perspective of how each standard address the needs of the relevant stage of the BPM life cycle were revealed (Table III) . It can be seen that graphical standards like BPMN and UML AD are based on Petri nets, and address the process design stage of the BPM Life cycle.
From Table III , it is also shown that the Interchange standards do not have much academic or theoretical formalism as their basis. Furthermore, execution standards are mainly based on either Pi-calculus or Petri nets or both. Process mining research form the basis for BAM, business intelligence and business analytics for the diagnosis standards that address the diagnosis stage of the BPM life cycle. The theoretical basis of XPDL and BPDM are not obvious. To our best knowledge, there are currently no diagnosis standards that are completed and implemented in BPM systems. Meeting in Burlingame, California, and its specifications are now available on the OMG web site (OMG, 2008a, b, c,d) . The SBVR allows a "Business community" (e.g. a company) to define the concepts, facts, and rules of its daily business operations and business processes. Given these definitions, the Semantics of Business Vocabulary (i.e. taxonomy, thesaurus and ontology) and the Business Rules (i.e. operative business rules) can be created.
As shown in Figure 13 , SBVR facilitates the expression of business rules in natural textual structure English expressions like "It is prohibited that a barred driver is a driver of a rental" in a fictitious car rental company ( Figure 13 ). "Barred driver", "driver" and "rental" are identified as symbols in the Business Vocabulary of that company. As shown in Steps 3 and 4 of Figure 13 , these symbols are parsed through language rules and facts of logical formulations (e.g. "It is prohibited [. . .]" or "It is obligatory [. . .]") are formed. Facts of logical formulations are represented as objects (object-oriented programming). These objects are eventually written as XML definitions.
SBVR is a landmark milestone for OMG and is heavily influenced by the Business Rules research (Bajec and Krisper, 2005; Hall, 2005) , as it allows the non-graphical natural language to be used as a notation for its predominantly graphical standards (e.g. UML). The SBVR is dubbed to be used in other OMG standards like BPDM and knowledge discovery metamodel -KDM (OMG, 2008a, b, c, d) .
Research trends for graphical standards -reference models
Reference models are also called universal models, generic models or model patterns. A process reference model represents dynamic aspects of an enterprise, e.g. activity One example of a business process reference model is AMFIBIA, which is a formalism-independent meta-model that formalizes the essential aspects and concepts of business processes (Axenath et al., 2007) .
Research trends for interchange standards -metamodels
While XPDL is a well-adopted interchange standard, it is mainly useful for storing and interchanging BPML (in the past), BPMN and BPEL. XPDL is vulnerable to new graphical or execution standards that may surface, and is not adaptable to new versions or drastic extensions. In the end, XPDL will always be chasing the graphical and execution standards trend.
From the OMG side, there is the drive to use the model-driven architecture (Frankel, 2003) to tackle the interchangeability problem. This is done via defining "metamodels" with the meta-object framework in BPDM and pattern based integration of process driven SOA models (Zdun and Dustdar, 2007) .
In our opinion, the usefulness of metamodels to address the problem of heterogeneity of graphical and execution standards depend on whether metamodels are:
. derived from existing standards; or .
foundations from which to develop future standards.
If metamodels are created from existing standards, then it is just a short-term solution that cannot accomodate new versions and changes to the existing standards. However, if metamodels are initially created as a basis for future standards to be built on them, metamodels can be powerful long-term solutions for the interchangeability problem.
Research trends for execution standards -semantic BPM
Researchers from the semantic web community have also identified that the modeling of higher level semantics of business processes are currently limited.
By hybridizing semantic web services and business process modeling, Koschmider and Oberweis (2008) and Hepp et al. (2005) highlighted the main semantic limitation of execution standards as the lack of machine accessible semantics, and argued that the modeling constructs of semantic web services frameworks are a natural solution to this.
5.7
Research trends for diagnosis standards 5.7.1 Process mining and process verification. Process mining aims to diagnose business processes by mining event logs to understand process, control, data, organizational and social structures. This allows analysts to compare the real behavior of an information system or its users with the intended or expected behavior (van der Aalst).
In recent years, the focus has shifted from mere process mining to verification of the processes mined. Earlier work on process mining primarily focused on process discovery, by automatically constructing models of knowledge extracted from event logs (van der Aalst et al., 2005a, b) . However, in view of recent focus on good corporate governance, there is a need to also spot and pre-empt unexpected behavior observed in the event logs. 5.7.2 Quality of service for business processes. The "quality of service (QoS)" in BPM is different from that of computer networking. According to Cardoso et al. (2004) , the management of quality of service (QoS) metrics such as products or services to be delivered, deadlines, quality of products, and cost of services directly impacts the success of organizations participating in e-commerce.
When services or products are created or managed using workflows or web processes, the underlying workflow engine must accept the specifications and be able to estimate, monitor, and control the QoS rendered to customers.
Cardoso et al. presented a predictive QoS model that makes it possible to automatically compute the QoS for workflows based on atomic task QoS attributes.
5.7.3 Business analytics. From a business viewpoint, business analytics (Davenport and Harris, 2006) underscores the need for the diagnosis stage of the BPM life cycle. In their paper, Davenport and Harris observe that successful companies are often those which keep a history of their data (e.g. business process, customer relationship, customer preferences, etc.), analyze them and act on them. In the authors' view, diagnosis urgently needs diagnostic formalisms and methodologies, i.e. business analytics born out of process mining, process verification, and QoS metrics.
Research trends for B2B standards
The gaps mentioned in Sections 3.7 and 4.6 are recognised by researchers, and are currently addressed in the following projects and efforts.
5.8.1 CrossFlow approach. CrossFlow is a European research project for cross-organizational WfM in virtual enterprises (Grefen, 2000) . Most active in the late 1990s and the early 2000s, the project's view on contract frameworks and virtual enterprises are still sound and worth revisiting.
5.8.2 SUPER research project: ontological framework for semantic BPM. The major objective of semantics utilized for process management within and between enterprises (SUPER) is to "raise Business Process Management (BPM) to the business level, where it belongs, from the IT level where it mostly resides now" (Hepp and Roman, 2007) . This project addresses the semantic gaps of current web service-based business processes.
5.8.3 Context aware WfMS. Another school of thought leans heavily on context awareness in business processes. The main difference between context and semantics/ ontological matching is the argument that ontology's of different companies can never be matched. Saidani and Nurcan (2007) introduced a basic taxonomy of context which captures most common CRK and two structures for modeling and categorizing the context:
(1) the context tree (CT) depicting contextual characteristics; and (2) adapted CT (ACT) applicable to a specific domain.
In our opinion, the ACT is not scalable and hence not practical to manage. Furthermore, its basis, the CT, needs to be validated with industry business processes. Ardissono et al. (2007) proposed the Context Aware Workflow Execution Framework for the development of applications composing web service suppliers in context-sensitive workflows. With this framework, context-sensitive workflows can be executed in conventional workflow engines. Tan et al. (2007) Weigand (2006) , "computing machines, which are purposely designed to process symbols independent of their context, have no hopes of becoming experts". His concern with the context-less fundamentals of computers is understandable.
In the authors' view, the future of context awareness very much depends on a strong theoretical breakthrough in the underlying enabling infrastructure and not just extensions of current architectures. History has shown that is advances have been marked by a progress to what is convenient and natural to use (especially in computer science). For instance, programming languages have evolved from structural to object-oriented programming and to the present day web-based programming (i.e. assembly languages to FORTRAN to C to Java and.NET).
Related work
This review paper aims to complement the following high-impact ground-work on BPM concepts, in particular clarifying the current BPM standards classification and analysis: . Koskela and Haajanen's (2007) and Recker and Mendling's (2006) identification of conceptual mismatches between BPEL and BPMN.
This review also hopes to address the common misconceptions in BPM standards classifications; for example the classification of "collaborative" business processes (Roser and Bauer, 2005) . In their paper, the programming platform J2EE, the B2B information exchange standard ebXML BPSS and the methodology ARIS were classified as "modeling languages and approaches" without clarifying their fundamental differences and their place in the BPM life cycle. The authors also failed to distinguish between BPM systems and standards. For instance, ARIS is a methodology used in IDS Scheer BPM suites and not a standard.
Another example on business process modeling was unclear about the role of modeling in the BPM life cycle (Wang et al., 2006) . Also, Petri nets (theory) and IDEF0 (B2B information exchange standard) were superficially treated together as "BPM modeling standards" in their publication.
Concluding remarks
In this paper, a method to categorise current BPM standards into graphical, interchange, execution and diagnosis standards is proposed. This categorisation facilitates the:
. Discrimination of BPM standards, thereby resolving common misconceptions. Graphical Standards are currently the highest level of expression of business processes (and the most natural to human beings) while at the lowest (i.e. technical) level are execution standards. Interchange standards currently translate graphical standards to execution standards so business process models in different BPMS are interchangeable. However, the fundamental differences between graphical and execution standards severely limit any translation.
. Standardization of the diagnosis stage of the BPM life cycle. Although diagnosis standards govern the management and optimisation of business processes as envisioned in BPM, they are the most under-developed of all standards. Two notable but uncompleted diagnosis standards are BPRI and BPQL. The current research into process mining and business analytics can perhaps drive the formalization of diagnosis standards.
. Identification of current strengths and limitations of each standard. Graphical standards are easily interpreted by business analysts but lack computational formalisms. Execution standards enable business process automation (i.e. the process enactment stage of the BPM life cycle). However, they are rather limited in expressing loops and cycles commonly found in real-life business processes. BPEL is beginning to embody many of the capabilities of BPML; its second version supports human involvements. Interchange standards translate graphical to execution standards and vice versa. Prominent interchange standards are XPDL and BPDM. Currently, XPDL is more widely used as BPDM is still a fledgling standard with not many software adaptations.
In summary, graphical and execution standards lack computational formalisms whereas interchange standards should be scalable and flexible to accommodate new standards and versions. Lastly, diagnosis standards are lacking in metrics for diagnosis and reporting standards for the management of business processes. The industry is currently consolidating towards BPMN as the graphical standard, XPDL as an interchange standard, and BPEL as an execution standard. These three standards address the process design and process enactment stages of the BPM life cycle.
. Evaluation of BPM standards. The most prevalent method to evaluate standards is the Workflow Patterns Framework, which is a collection of generic, recurring constructs originally devised to evaluate workflow systems. However, it is unable to assess high-level business goals, and QoS (i.e. the business process' actual achievement of promised business services) of the business processes.
. Understanding gaps and future trends. Many trends were revealed, and most notably, the emergence of natural language standards like SBVR can potentially revolutionize the way high-level business processes are formulated and translated into low-level execution code via business rules and fact identifications. In the authors' opinion, natural language standards are at the same level as graphical standards, as shown in Figure 14 .
. Another trend concerns the growing need for B2B collaboration. With increased globalisation aided by technology, the authors foresee the eventual conceptual integration of BPM and B2B standards. At present, B2B standards only address information exchange but not dynamic, on-the-fly communications. This can potentially be addressed by trust-based buyer-supplier qualifications and context-aware capabilities.
Business process management standards
The taxonomy in our proposed categorisation of BPM languages, standards and theory clarifies BPM terminologies and reinforces a universal understanding of standards. However, to move both internal and collaborative BPM research and standardisation forward, there are important standardisation lessons to be learnt from internet standardisation (Nickerson and zur Muehlen, 2006) and DBMS (van der Aalst, 2003a, b). Eng Wah Lee is a Senior Scientist at Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology and is currently heading the Planning and Operations Management Group. His current research interests have extended from computer-integrated manufacturing to manufacturing enterprise integration, web service-enabled supply chain business process integration and secure EPC-global network for supply chain management, and broadly involved in a number of technological areas like XML, interoperability and integration, web services for information exchange. He is an active member of OASIS, and set up the Information Exchange Technical Committee for IT Standards Committee, Singapore; looking into XML, Unicode, EDI and Product Information Interchange Standards Development in October 2001. His more recent publication is in information exchange, web services approach in business process integration and manufacturing enterprise integration.
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